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Clarification of the ripple phase of lecithin bilayers using fully hydrated, aligned samples
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Aligned samples of lipid bilayers have been fully hydrated from water vapor in a different type of x-ray
chamber. Our use of aligned samples resolves issues concerning the ripple phase that were ambiguous from
previous powder studies. In particular, our x-ray diffraction data conclusively demonstrate that, on cooling
from the La to the Pb8 phase, both chiral and racemic samples of dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine~DPPC!
exhibit phase coexistence of long and short ripples with a ripple wavelength ratiolL /lS;1.8. Moreover, the
long ripple always forms an orthorhombic unit cell (gL590°), strongly supporting the possibility that these
ripples are symmetric. In contrast,gS for short ripples was consistently different from 90°, implying asym-
metric ripples. We continue to find no evidence that chirality affects the structure of rippled bilayers. The
relative thermodynamic stability of the two types of ripples was investigated and a qualitative free energy
diagram is given in which the long ripple phase is metastable. Finally, we suggest a kinetic mechanism,
involving loss of water, that promotes formation of the metastable long ripple phase for special thermal
protocols.

PACS number~s!: 87.16.2b, 87.64.Bx, 61.30.Eb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Well hydrated lipid bilayers, which serve as prototypic
biomimetic systems, often exhibit an intriguing thermod
namic phase called the ripple (Pb8) phase, especially whe
those lipids belong to a class commonly known as lecith
@1#. One way that the corrugatedPb8 phase is formed is to
cool through the main phase transition from the fluid (La)
phase, in which the time-averaged bilayers are locally fl
After further cooling~of order 10 °C) these rippled bilayer
enter a different flat phase, typically the gel (Lb8) @2# or the
subgel (Lc8) phase@3#. Explaining this sequence of phas
has attracted numerous theoretical contributions@4–15#, but
progress has been impeded by uncertainty regarding the
tual structure of the ripple phase.

Evidence that thePb8 phase is indeed rippled and not fl
has accumulated over 25 years from freeze-fracture elec
microscopy~FFEM! @16–21# and x-ray diffraction@2,22–
31#. The most precise structure of thePb8 phase has bee
obtained for the lipid dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholin
~DMPC! @32# using a synchrotron data set taken atT
518 °C and 25 wt. % water@23# @corresponding to a relative
humidity ~RH! ;98%#. This DMPC ripple profile has an
asymmetric, sawtooth shape, rather than a smooth symm
or simple sinusoidal shape~see Fig. 1!. The long side of the
asymmetric ripple is called the major or M side and the sh
side is the minor or m side. The sawtooth ripple is th
described as the Mm pattern. The electron density profi
show that M has the same thickness as gel phase DM
bilayers whereas the m side of the rippled bilayer is thin
@32#. Thus at ;98% RH the lattice constants forPb8
l -DMPC @33# bilayers are the following: monoclinic angl
g598.4°, ripple repeatl5141.7 Å , and bilayer repeatd
557.94 Å @23#. However, even with this degree of detail th
molecular packing of the lipid molecules in the Mm ripp
PRE 611063-651X/2000/61~5!/5668~10!/$15.00
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pattern is still a matter of discussion@34#.
Although there is general agreement that the asymme

ripple pattern exists, it has also become clear that there i
additional ripple pattern, as imaged by FFEM@16–19,21#
and deduced from powder diffraction@28,29#. After consid-
erable uncertainty lasting over a decade regarding the co
tions for seeing different ripple patterns, it was noted
Zasadzinski@19# and then emphasized by Tenchovet al. @35#

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing showing two MmMm asymmet
rippled bilayers~in a stack of many bilayers!, separated by a laye
of water. The unit cell, shown by the dotted parallelogram, h
dimensionsd, l, and a monoclinic angleg. In ~a! g,90° and in~b!
g.90°. The water spacing between the minor sides~m! of neigh-
boring bilayers is depicted by the variablex and the water spacing
between major sides~M! is depicted by the variabley. x/y will vary
as a function ofg. c is a structural angle made between the tw
adjacent ‘‘kinks’’ in the bilayer and the horizontal.
5668 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 61 5669CLARIFICATION OF THE RIPPLE PHASE OF . . .
that the Pb8 phase can differ, at least in the case of t
benchmark lipid dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine~DPPC!,
depending on whether it is formed on cooling from theLa

phase or on heating from theLb8 phase. The consensus fo
DPPC bilayers is that the ripple phase formed upon hea
from the gel phase consists of asymmetric ripples of the t
described above for DMPC. We will call these short ripp
and designate their properties with the subscriptS, e.g.,
wavelengthlS;140 Å . Our data in this paper conclusive
confirm formation of this short ripple phase for DPPC up
heating.

From 1990 until recently there was a consensus that
ripple phase of DPPC formed upon cooling was a mixt
consisting of a long ripple phase coexisting with the us
short ripple phase@28,29#. However, coexistence over an e
tended range of temperature generally violates the G
phase rule. Coexistence was recently disputed when pr
ously key supporting x-ray data@28# were reanalyzed~along
with powder neutron diffraction data! with the conclusion
that the powder diffraction data were consistent with a p
long ripple phase@36#. In the present report we decisive
resolve this disagreement in favor of phase coexistenc
short and long ripples. Furthermore, even among researc
who reported a long ripple phase in DPPC, there were m
unresolved differences regarding the lattice parameters
scribing the long ripple~e.g.,@28–30#!.

Why then were we able to resolve this issue of bimo
ripple distribution when others could not? The reason t
our data unambiguously answer many of the outstand
questions directly relates to the geometry of the sample.
vious diffraction studies used unoriented~powder! samples
of multilamellar vesicles. Powder diffraction patterns reve
only the absoluteq values and indexing these to the tw
dimensional ripple unit cell can be ambiguous, especia
with regard to samples consisting of mixtures of long a
short ripples. In contrast, our samples are aligned, so
different diffraction spots are clearly indexed in reciproc
space. Of course, electron microscopy suffers different
biguities due to quick freezing and irregularities in the en
ing sample, and reports using FFEM have also been confl
ing in the sense that the bimodal distribution of ripples
DPPC is not consistently observed when thePb8 phase is
formed on cooling~e.g., Refs.@19,21#!.

Despite the many advantages offered by aligned samp
they have suffered from the fact that they apparently co
not be fully hydrated from water vapor. When observed
x-ray diffraction, aligned samples historically exhibite
lamellar repeat spacingsd consistently smaller than in the
unaligned liposomal counterparts immersed in an exces
water @31,37–40#. Since the chemical potential of water v
por in equilibrium with bulk water~100% relative humidity!
is thermodynamically the same as that of liquid water, t
inconsistency came to be known as the ‘‘vapor press
paradox’’ @41,42#. It was only in 1998, using a newly deve
oped sample chamber for neutron diffraction@43,44#, that it
was experimentally demonstrated that aligned bilayers
drated from water vapor at 100% relative humidity have
same d as their unaligned liposomal counterparts in
phases. It should be mentioned that earlier studies usin
supersaturated vapor had achieved the same result for th
phase@45,46#. These developments have encouraged us
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build a sample chamber suitable for x-ray diffraction stud
that also succeeds in fully hydrating aligned samples fr
water vapor. This is valuable for studying aligned rippl
bilayers because the lattice constants describing the ri
(l, g, andd as shown in Fig. 1! vary as a function of water
concentration@2,23#.

In Sec. III of this paper we report x-ray diffraction da
which show that only short ripples form upon heating DPP
bilayers from theLb8 phase and that these ripples are asy
metric, in agreement with previous experimental results. O
results also show thatgS290° goes from positive to nega
tive with increasing hydration~larger ds) and this result is
consistent with an earlier result regarding the little cons
ered structural anglec @32# ~Fig. 1!. In addition, relating
molecular chirality to ripple symmetry has been an intere
ing theoretical issue@13,14#. By comparing results from
l -DPPC anddl-DPPC@33# it appears that chirality plays no
role in ripple phase structure, as will be elaborated in Se
III and IV.

In Sec. IV we present data which conclusively demo
strate that DPPC multibilayers, upon cooling from theLa
phase, form two distinct phase-separated populations
ripples—a long ripple phase and a short ripple phase. For
long ripple phase the data clearly demonstrate that the t
dimensional unit cell angleg590° within experimental error
of 61°. This result is consistent with the long ripple bein
symmetric. Finally, in Sec. IV we note that there is stro
evidence for stacking disorder for both the short and lo
ripple phases.

In Sec. V we confirm that the proportionR of short to
long ripple phases is very sensitive to the thermal history
emphasized by Hatta and co-workers@28,29#. We report
some variations to their thermal protocols that produce
variety of R values. We also address the question of wh
ripple form is most thermodynamically stable and we p
vide support for the previous conclusion that the short rip
phase is more stable, at least nearTM . The interplay between
thermodynamic stability and the kinetics of phase transf
mation into the two different phases is discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample preparation

1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (l -DPPC)
and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-rac-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(dl-DPPC) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids~Ala-
baster, AL! and Sigma Chemical Co.~St Louis, MO!, respec-
tively, and used without further purification.

Aligned multibilayers ofl -DPPC anddl-DPPC studied at
the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source~CHESS! were
prepared as follows: a concentrated lipid/metha
(;10 mg/ml) solution was deposited on the outer surface
a clean cylindrical glass substrate~radius;0.0175 m) using
an Iwata HP-A airbrush~Anest Iwata Corp., Japan!. After
deposition the sample was placed under vacuum for a pe
of 24 h ~to remove any traces of solvent! and subsequently
annealed for an additional 24 h at a temperature of 60 °C
a bell jar whose atmosphere was saturated with water va
The resultant aligned multibilayer stacks contained roug
2000 bilayers. The samples studied at Carnegie Mellon U
versity ~CMU! were prepared in a similar way except that
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5670 PRE 61J. KATSARASet al.
modified ‘‘rock and roll’’ method@46# was used instead o
an airbrush and long annealing at high temperatures.

B. Sample chamber

The sample chamber shown in Fig. 2 was designed
constructed at the Chalk River Laboratories. The design
based on two principles@44#. First, temperature gradient
were minimized by the standard practice of using a mas
jacket to enclose an inner sample holder. The temperature
the jacket and the sample holder, both made of alumin
were individually controlled by water circulating from tw
temperature controlled baths. This design feature allowed
temperature of the jacket to be slightly higher than the te
perature of the sample holder in order to minimize wa
condensation on the low mass sample holder windows. A
minized Mylar windows were used in both the jacket and
sample holder. The second principle@47# was to increase the
effective evaporative surface of the pure water that interfa
with the vapor phase by using a porous sponge close to
lipid film in addition to pools of excess water not in dire
contact with the lipid film. This chamber has succeeded
producing the samed for aligned samples as for unoriente
samples in excess water, even for the challengingLa phase
@44#. Initial hydration was accomplished in theLa phase and
required only a few hours.

C. X-ray diffraction

The axis of the cylindrical sample was oriented perp
dicular to the beam and also to the higher resolution sca
ing plane, which was the lamellar scattering plane in Fig
Data at the highest resolution (dqz50.001 Å21, dqx
50.003 Å21) were obtained at CHESS~Ithaca, NY!, using
the D-1 station. Monochromatic x rays (l51.3808 Å ) were
obtained using a tungsten/silicon synthetic multilayer hav
a repeat spacing of 22.5 Å , a nominalDl/l of 1%, and a
mosaic of;0.25°. The charge coupled device~CCD! detec-

FIG. 2. Photograph of the x-ray sample chamber. The in
sample holder is a sealed unit~shown with the sealing panel re
moved! and contains the cylindrical substrate and the hydrat
sponge. The sample holder is thermally isolated from the o
jacket. Only two of the four aluminized Mylar windows in the out
jacket can be seen.
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tor, built by Tateet al. @48#, has a 10242 array of pixels, each
of active size 50mm2. The distance from the sample to th
detector was varied from 12.7 cm to 58.1 cm. The flux at
sample was of the order of 1012 photons mm22 s21. Expo-
sures to the synchrotron beam were between 0.1 and 15

Data for long equilibration times and under numero
temperature and humidity protocols were obtained at CM
using the Chalk River sample chamber and a Rigaku H
rotating anode operated at 5.2 kW with a PhosphorIma
detector~Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA!. X-ray expo-
sures were 0.5 h to 7 h and resolution was about 0.04 Å21.

III. Pb8 PHASE ON HEATING

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show two-dimensional diffraction
patterns for rippled phasel -DPPC anddl-DPPC multibilay-
ers, respectively, formed upon heating theLb8 phase to
39 °C. These diffraction patterns show that thePb8 phase for
both l- anddl-DPPC bilayers consist of only one populatio
of ripples. The unit cell parameters for this short~S! ripple
phase are defined in Fig. 1 and will be calleddS , lS , and
gS . Values for the data shown in Fig. 3 are given in Table
Table I also shows previous results, obtained predomina
for fully hydrated Pb8 phasel -DPPC bilayers formed on

r

g
r

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional diffraction patterns at 3961 °C of ~a!
l -DPPC and~b! dl-DPPC ripple phases formed on heating from t
Lb8 phase. The lattice parameters for these two samples are giv
lines 1 and 3 of Table I, respectively. The diffraction patterns illu
trate how the lattice parameters (d, g, andl) are obtainable from
the raw data.~c! and ~d! are schematics of the diffraction pattern
corresponding to~a! and ~b!, respectively, and are used to bett
illustrate the ‘‘smile’’ ~c!, g.90°, and the ‘‘frown’’ ~d!, g,90°.
The most intense reflections arising from the ripple are denoted
solid circles while those that are less intense are depicted by o
circles. The different background levels within the diffraction pa
terns in~a! and~b! give the impression that they are a composite
two exposure times. This is not the case; instead they are due to
of a different contrast to show both strong and weak reflections.
sample-to-detector distance was 0.581 m.
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PRE 61 5671CLARIFICATION OF THE RIPPLE PHASE OF . . .
heating. Agreement is generally satisfactory fordS and lS
except for the results of Hentschel and Rustichelli@24#. A
single population of ripples has been deduced from a num
of other diffraction studies of DPPC, but in some case
was not clear either that thePb8 phase was formed on hea
ing @2,24# and/or that the samples were fully hydrat
@23,26,27#. It should be noted that all three lattice paramet
(dS , lS , and gS! ~Fig. 1! vary as a function of hydration
@2,23#, as is indicated by the difference in our two results
l -DPPC shown in Table I.

The unit cell angleg is often used as an indicator of th
symmetry of the ripples@13,31#. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show
unit cells for asymmetric ripples havingg,90° and g
.90°, respectively. Either of these unit cells is allowed
asymmetric ripples~and indeed, both are seen in our da!
because the water spacing between the minor m side
neighboring bilayers~x! and that between major M sides~y!
are independent variables that depend upon details of
interactions that change with conditions, such as temp
ture, water content, and lipid specs. As the differencex2y
varies, g must vary. Clearly,g590° is also allowed for
asymmetric ripples, sog590° does not necessarily confirm
the presence of symmetric ripples@49#. On the other hand, if
the ripples are symmetric, i.e., the major and minor sides
indistinguishable~Fig. 4!, and if the interbilayer interaction
have a single minimum, as is usually the case, theng590°
is normally required by symmetry@50#.

The method of measuringg is indicated in Fig. 3. The
lamellar index ish and the ripple index isk, as indicated in
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. For a single domain of ripples, the laye
lines, given byqhk5hA1kB for fixed h and varyingk, are

TABLE I. Structural parameters of fully hydratedPb8 DPPC
bilayers at a temperature of 39 °C formed on heating from theLb8
phase.

dS lS gS Reference
(Å ) (Å ) ~deg!

68.8 141.9 92 Presenta,b

72.3 154 88 Presenta

70.6 145.8 88 Presentc

70.6 140.0 92.9 @28#a

72.3 134.3 91.4 @29#a

72.1 136.8 95.3 @30#a

71 200 90 @24# c

al -DPPC.
bSample is not fully hydrated.
cdl-DPPC.

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of a symmetric ripple whereby
and m are indistiguishable. For this type of bilayer ag of 90° would
be expected. Moreover,g5c.
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tilted by angleg590°1u from the qz axis becauseB is
perpendicular to the real space unit cell vector tilted by an
g from the horizontal. Layer lines with both angles 90°6u
necessarily appear in the data because the sample consi
an in-plane powder. As was emphasized by Sunet al. ~see
Fig. 1 in Ref.@32#!, the symmetry breaking of the Mm asym
metric ripple requires that the peaks with small negative v
ues ofk be more intense than those with small positive v
ues ofk. This pattern is indicated by the schematic drawin
@Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#. For the data in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the
weaker (h,k) peak is not distinguishable from the strong
(h,2k) peak because of the disorder and mosaic spread
accompanies high hydration, and the angleu is small. How-
ever, the position of a single apparent peak for small nonz
k is closer to the (h,2k) peak, so a ‘‘smiling’’ layer line, as
in Fig. 3~a!, indicatesg.90°, whereas a ‘‘frowning’’ layer
line, as in Fig. 3~b!, indicatesg,90°. It should also be noted
that, for some of our data, the (h,k) and (h,2k) peaks can
both be seen whenk is larger because these peaks are be
separated in theqz direction. Also, analysis shows that th
ratio of (h,k) to (h,2k) intensity increases for higherk’s
@32#.

The first two lines in Table I show thatgS290° changes
sign asdS increases forl -DPPC. Wack and Webb@23# found
that gS decreased asdS increased, as shown in Fig. 5, bu
their largestdS was only 68.78 Å . In Fig. 5 we show tha
our results agree with those in Ref.@23# and furthermore we
indicate thatgS290° does not decay to zero, but continu
to decrease to negative values.

Let us first relate the hydration results in Fig. 5 to anoth
structural parameter of the basic rippled bilayer introduc
by Sunet al. @32#, which is the anglec shown in Fig. 1. Let
us note that the ratio of bilayer thicknesses of the M and
sides increases asc increases. Sunet al. @32# obtainedc
599° for DMPC. In the limit of complete dehydration th
necessity of fitting the rippled bilayer together requiresg to
be equal toc, so the increase ingS with dehydration can be
understood as an approach toc. As more water is added

FIG. 5. Unit cell anglegS versusdS . Solid symbols are for
rippled bilayers formed upon heating while open symbols repres
short rippled bilayers formed upon cooling. All data are forl -DPPC
except for the triangles which are fordl-DPPC. The solid circles
are data taken from Ref.@23#.
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5672 PRE 61J. KATSARASet al.
however, coupling betweenc andg may be weakened and
is even possible, as indicated by our data~Fig. 5!, for g to
become less than 90°. Figure 1 shows schematically that
scenario increases the water spacing between the minor
~x! more than between the major sides (y). This scenario is
plausible since the interbilayer interactions are not expec
to be the same between the different types of side.

With regard to chirality our data show that there is
significant difference between the short ripple structure
the racematedl-DPPC and chirall -DPPC~Table I!. As men-
tioned previously, the effect of molecular chirality on ripp
phases has been of theoretical interest@13,14#. A continuum
Landau theory predicted that achiral bilayers should be s
metric @13#, but it was subsequently shown experimenta
using DMPC bilayers that achiral bilayers havegÞ90° and
are therefore asymmetric@31#. The present experimental re
sults, now in the case for DPPC, more generally support
earlier conclusion that chirality plays little role in rippl
structure.

IV. Pb8 PHASE ON COOLING

Figure 6 shows the diffraction patterns from fully h
drated, aligned~a! l -DPPC and~b! dl-DPPC rippled bilayers
at 39 °C formed by cooling from theLa phase. Contrary to
the suggestion of Masonet al. @36#, Fig. 6 decisively con-
firms the interpretation of Yaoet al. @28# and Matuokaet al.

FIG. 6. Two-dimensional diffraction patterns at 39 °C ofPb8 ~a!
l -DPPC and~b! dl-DPPC ripple phases formed on cooling from t
disorderedLa phase. The coexistence of two patterns is shown
the indices (hS ,kS) for the short ripple phase and the indic
(hL ,kL) for the long ripple phase. The lattice parameters are gi
in lines 1 and 2, respectively, in Table II. The bold arrows ident
the family of peaks due to the long ripple. As in Fig. 3, the diffra
tion patterns are a single exposure with different contrasts to
phasize different orders. The sample-to-detector distance was 0
m for ~a! and 0.277 m for~b!.
is
es
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@29# that there are two distinct populations of ripples ea
exhibiting differentd, l, andg given in Table II. To the best
of our knowledge, all previous diffraction studies of ripp
phase bilayers formed on cooling from theLa phase were
carried out using unaligned, powder preparations of DP
@28–30,36#. As such, previous conclusions were based
fitting two-dimensional~2D! Miller indices (h,k) to 1D dif-
fraction data. This approach, although notably successful
obtaining electron density profiles when a single phase
present@32#, has clearly led to conflicting conclusions whe
more than one ripple phase is present~e.g., @28,30,36#!. In
contrast, the use of aligned multibilayer stacks provides c
indexing and differentiation of the two different rippl
phases as seen in Fig. 6. It is then unambiguous to obtai
six lattice parameters (dS , dL , lS , lL , gS , and gL! for
both long and short ripple phases directly from the tw
dimensional diffraction pattern.

Results are given in Table II for the coexisting short a
long ripple phases. Table II shows satisfactory agreemen
our results fordS , dL , lS , andlL with those studies tha
found two ripple populations. However, there is considera
apparent disagreement for theg angles, and this is the pa
rameter that is most important when considering ripple sy
metry. All studies agree thatgS290° is nonzero. The differ-
ence in our sign forgS290° for l -DPPC compared to other
may be simply due to using the complementary definition
the g angle. This distinction was first made by Sunet al.
@32#. The major difference in Table II is for thegL values.
We have found repeatedly for bothl -DPPC@Fig. 6~a!# and
dl-DPPC @Fig. 6~b!#, as well as for myristoyl-palmitoyl
phosphatidylcholine~MPPC! @3#, that gL590°. Only Yao
et al. @28# reported this, but the same group@29# later re-
portedgLÞ90°. Rappolt and Rapp@30# stated that their long
ripple was symmetric, which seems inconsistent, as
cussed earlier, with theirgLÞ90°. Compared to the presen
results from aligned samples, the earlier data obtained f
powder samples were generally less likely to enable one
decide whetherg590°. We emphasize that the resultgL
590° is quite robust in two ways. First, for any value ofh
there were visible peaks for several values ofk @Fig. 6~b!# so
gL could be determined more reliably thangS . Second, we
have yet to see any evidence forgLÞ90° for any lipid,
l -DPPC,dl-DPPC, or the mixed chain lipid MPPC@3#, at
any temperature or humidity.

So what is the structure of the long ripple? Our pres

y

n

-
81

TABLE II. Structural parameters of fully hydratedPb8 DPPC
bilayers at a temperature of 39 °C formed on cooling from theLa

phase.

dL lL gL dS lS gS Reference
(Å ) (Å ) ~deg! (Å ) (Å ) ~deg!

86.6 258 90 72.9 140 85 Present
82.2 255 90 68.3 144 92 Presenta

82.2 266 90 70.9 136.4 95 @28#

82.1 262.5 87.3 72.7 129.7 96.4 @29#

86.2 261.9 107.3 72.1b 136.8b 95.3b @30#

73 330 126 @36#

adl-DPPC.
bStructural parameters determined from phase on heating.
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data strongly suggest that it is symmetric becausegL590°
for all our long ripple phases. Sinceg590° is only acciden-
tal for asymmetric ripples but required for symmetric ripple
we think it most unlikely that asymmetric long ripples wou
always havegL590°. In contrast, the short ripple phase us
ally has gSÞ90° and must therefore have asymmet
ripples. Electron microscopy suggests a W-shaped ripple
is essentially formed by the attachment of two short M
ripples back to back to form an MmmM unit cell as depict
in Fig. 7 @17,21#. This model is consistent with the resu
lL,2lS because the Mm ripple and the mM ripple shou
not be collinear in the MmmM unit cell@51#, as seen in Fig.
7.

What are the prospects of using our x-ray data to ob
the long ripple profile to test the W-ripple proposal? Sin
gL590°, the (h,k) and (h,2k) peaks for in-plane powder
necessarily coincide in the data. Furthermore, if the lo
ripple is symmetric, the (h,k) peak must have the same in
tensity as the (h,2k) peak, which would simplify analysis
following the method of Sunet al. @32#. Such an analysis
would look promising since there are as many as 22 in
pendent (h,uku) peaks in some of our data~compared to 26
peaks in the DMPC data@23,32#!. Unfortunately, solution of
the x-ray phase problem suffers a complication if the lo
ripple is the symmetric W ripple, because W ripples are
centrosymmetric. Therefore, the relative x-ray phases for
(h,k) peaks with differenth’s would generally be complex
instead of real. This prospect is presently being pursued@52#.

Finally, the gray scale for Fig. 8 has been deliberat

FIG. 7. Schematic drawing of the symmetric, W-shaped rip
having a repeat of MmmM or mMMm. As was the case of t
symmetric ripple in Fig. 4 a W-shaped rippleg of 90° is highly
probable. However, unlike the symmetric ripple,gÞc.

FIG. 8. Two-dimensional diffraction pattern of predominan
long rippleddl-DPPC bilayers formed on cooling and clearly e
hibiting diffuse scattering which, most probably, corresponds
compressional disorder of the bilayer spacingd along the ripple
stackingz direction. Exposure time 10 s, sample-to-detector d
tance 0.581 m.
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overexposed in order to call attention to diffuse scatteri
The most prominent weak scattering in Fig. 8 is along circ
lar arcs and is clearly due to mosaic spread, which is int
sically uninteresting. However, there are also vertical strai
lines of diffuse scattering along theqz direction that run
between the (h,k) and (h11,k) peaks, for bothk50 and
kÞ0. This phenomenon occurs for both long and short rip
phases formed upon either heating or cooling. The rela
sharpness of these lines makes this diffuse scattering ra
different from the far stronger diffuse scattering that we o
tain from the same samples in theLa phase and which will
be the subject of another paper. This contrast suggests
disorder in the ripple phase is not like the fluctuations t
occur in the Caille´ theory@53,54# and that have been prove
to describe the diffuse scattering in theLa phase@55#. Our
tentative interpretation of the ripple phase diffuse scatter
is obtained by comparison to the optical transforms of dis
dered planar systems described by Hosemann and Ba
@56#. Of the cases considered, our data are qualitatively m
similar to Figs. 4 and 5 in Chapter 9 of Ref.@56#, implying
that the corresponding bilayer disorder is a result of co
pressional disorder~along the ripple stackingz direction!
rather than disorder in the shearingr direction of the bilayer
~Fig. 1!.

V. METASTABILITY AND THERMAL HISTORY

The coexistence of two separate phases over the non
temperature range encompassing the ripple phase is no
lowed in thermodynamic equilibrium by Gibbs phase ru
which states that the number of independent thermodyna
variables isf 5c2f12 wherec is the number of chemica
components in the system andf is the number of separat
phases. Forl -DPPC there are two components, lipid and w
ter. The phases involved are liquid water, water vapor, a
the lipid/water ripple phases. If there are two ripple phas
f54, resulting inf 50. Therefore, equilibrium coexistenc
can occur at only one temperature~which is consistent with
all the other known bilayer phase transitions@57#!. This im-
plies that for generalT either the long or short ripple phase
metastable. Tenchovet al. @35# argued that the short ripple
phase is more stable because the enthalpy of the main
sition on heating (La→Pb8) is larger than the enthalpy o
the main transition on cooling (Pb8→La). However, this
argument ignores the contribution of entropy to the free
ergy. This point was noted by Masonet al. @36# who then
argued, based on low angle neutron diffraction data, that
short ripple phase is also more disordered, so it would ha
lower free energy from both the enthalpic and entropic c
tributions. However, thermodynamic disorder may not co
cide with scattering disorder. We therefore decided to stu
the metastability issue by annealing samples consisting
mixtures of the two phases. If the proportion of one of t
phases consistently increased, then that phase would cle
be the thermodynamically stable one. In the past this strat
was used successfully to resolve similar issues regard
subgel/gel phase metastability@58,59#.

We prepared a mixture of ripple phases by cooling
sample from theLa phase. However, this led us to consid
a second interesting phenomenon, namely, that the pro
tion of the two different ripple phases was quite variab
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This was first emphasized by Matuokaet al. @29#, who
showed that fast cooling through the main transition te
perature TM541.4 °C resulted in predominantly a sho
ripple phase, with the long ripple phase becoming promin
upon slower continuous cooling. They suggested that
time spent nearTM was the important variable. We hav
tested this hypothesis and several others. Results show
Table III will now be discussed sequentially.

All samples were heated toT548 °C, at which point they
were in theLa phase. Sample A was cooled continuous
over a two hour period toT1538.5 °C where it was held fo
time t154 h before taking x-ray data, which gave the resu
for R, dL , anddS shown in line A-1 in Table III.R is the
ratio of short to long ripple phase as estimated from the r
of the maximal intensities (I S /I L) of their respective~1,0!
peaks. The resultR520 indicates that continuous coolin
through TM (tM50) results in mostly short ripple. Th
sample was then cooled toT2534.5 °C for t2524 h. Line
A-2 shows thatR does not change upon further cooling. Th
result differs from that reported in Ref.@1# for a different
lecithin, where the values forR decreased upon cooling. Lin
A-3 indicates thermal reversibility, also reported by Cu
ninghamet al. @1#. B-1, in Table III shows that the targe
cooling temperatureT1 for first formation of the ripple phase
affectsR, but there is still mostly short ripple (R.1). The
major difference for sample C was that the temperature
held just aboveTM for tM55 h before dropping toT1
539.5 °C. This resulted in mostly long ripple phase, whi
line C-2 shows remained stable for 37 h. At this point w
decided to see if we could devise a thermal protocol to p
duce a pure long ripple phase in order to facilitate structu
studies of this phase. Our most successful result is show
line D-1 which employed long annealing atTM and a high
targetT1. However, we should note that the same nomi
conditions did not always produce such a small value ofR.
This essentially pure long ripple phase was stable for 40

TABLE III. Low resolution diffraction results for a variety o
thermal protocols usingl -DPPC bilayers.

Sample tM
a Ti

b t i
c R dL dS

~line! ~h! (°C) ~h! (I S /I L) (Å ) (Å )

A-1 0 38.5 4 20 85 73
A-2 34.5 24 20 85 73
A-3 38.5 4 20 83 72
B-1 0 41 19 3.4 87 72
C-1 5 39.5 5 0.1 88 73
C-2 39.5 37 0.1 85 73
D-1 25 41 4 0 83
D-2 37.5 40 0 82
D-3 37.5 13 5 80.5 68
D-4 37.5 9 ` 67
E-1 22 41 2 0.1 84 71
E-2 41.4 3 0.5 85 70
E-3 41.4 16 1 85 69
E-4 41.4 59 7 85 70

atM is the wait time atTM . TM is 41.4 °C.
bTi is the quenching temperature.
ct i is the wait time atTi , after which time data were collected.
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shown in D-2. However, lines D-3 and D-4 show that t
long ripple rapidly converted into the short ripple phas
Such a sigmoidal time conversion could, in principle, be d
to nucleation and growth of the short ripple phase, similar
the formation of the subgel phase@59#. However, the actua
explanation is that the water reservoir inadvertently dried
so the sample became progressively dehydrated. This
caused the decrease indL anddS . This was one of the few
experiments in which the long ripple converted to the sh
ripple. In another experiment~E-1!, after obtaining mostly
long ripple phase,T2 was increased very close toTM and
conversion of long ripple phase to short ripple phase w
observed~E-2, E-3, and E-4!. We found no accumulation o
La phase during this conversion. This latter result requi
considerable care since the repeat spacing for theLa phase,
dF , is close todS ; a careful deconvolution of the intensit
along a layer line showed that the loss of intensity from
long ripple phase could be accounted for by the increas
intensity of the short ripple phase. An additional useful o
servation~not shown in Table III! is thatR increased when
T1 was increased above 41 °C towardTM .

Discussion of the preceding results is facilitated by Fig.
which shows a schematic of Gibbs free energies for the s
ripple phase (GS) and the fluidLa phase (GF) crossing at
TM . The question then is how should the free energy of
long ripple phase (GL) be placed relative toGF andGS? The
results for sample E in Table III imply that the long ripp
phase is metastable with respect to the short ripple phas
least whenT is close toTM , soGL.GS at TM . The fact that
long ripples form from theLa phase atT541 °C requires
GL,GF at 41 °C. Therefore, in Fig. 9GL has been drawn to
crossGF at an intermediate temperature that has been te
tively chosen to beTM8 541.2 °C. This is consistent with th
observation that interconversion between the two rip
phases at full hydration~the only case considered in Fig. 9!
seems to occur only nearTM . Although there was no accu
mulation of La phase in our data, it is plausible that th
conversion took place by first melting the long ripples to t
La phase followed by fast conversion to the short ripp
phase. This can only happen in the smallT interval just be-
low TM where the inequalityGS,GF,GL holds. Placing

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram for free energiesGF ~fluid phase,
solid curve!, GS ~short ripple phase, short dashed curve!, and GL

~long ripple phase, long dashed curve! versus temperature for fully
hydrated bilayers.TM541.4 °C.
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the crossing temperatureTM8 of GL and GF close to and
below TM is also consistent with the final observation in t
preceding paragraph thatR increases as the initial target co
version temperatureT1 is increased above 41 °C, because
long ripple phase becomes unstable relative to the fluid ph
asT is raised towardTM .

We also note that it would be purely coincidental if a
three curves crossed at exactly the sameTM . However, if the
long ripple is the W ripple, formed by rearranging sho
ripples from MmMm to MmmM~Fig. 7!, then the free en-
ergies would be expected to be nearly equal and the temp
tures whereGS andGL intersect withGF would be as pro-
posed in Fig. 9.

Let us now consider the slope of theGL curve relative to
the GS curve. As drawn in Fig. 9,GL2GS increases asT
decreases, so the thermodynamic driving energyGF2GS for
formation of short ripples increases faster thanGF2GL for
long ripples. This is consistent with our observation thatR is
larger when the initial incubation temperatureT1 is smaller.
Since (]G/]T)P52S, the slope of theGL curve in Fig. 9
assumes thatSL.SS . We now show that this agrees with th
calorimetric result for the transition enthalpies@35#,

HF2HL5r ~HF2HS!, ~1!

whereHF is the enthalpy of the fluidLa phase and the mea
sured value ofr is about 0.95@35#. Assuming thatH andSdo
not change significantly for any of the phases (F, L, or S),
within the narrow temperature rangeTM2TM8 ;0.2 K, the
two Clausius-Clapeyron equations for melting the two rip
phases,

HF2HL5TM8 ~SF2SL!, HF2HS5TM~SF2SS!, ~2!

can be subtracted and Eq.~1! can be used to yield

SL2SS5@~HF2HS!/TM#@~12r !2r ~TM2TM8 !/TM8 #.
~3!

The last term in Eq.~3! is small compared to the first, so w
conclude thatSL.SS . This result disagrees with the sugge
tion of Masonet al. @36#, which was based on small ang
neutron scattering. While their result appears to be valid
large scale disorder, which is assayed by small angle sca
ing, we suggest that the total entropy of these phases ma
dominated by disorder at the molecular scale. In any cas
is clear that calorimetry is more appropriate than scatte
to obtain entropy quantitatively.

Turning back to the formation of the ripple phases,
now emphasize that free energies alone cannot explain
R could be as small as 0 whenT1541 °C. Also, according to
the free energy diagram in Fig. 9, there should be conver
of the long ripple phase to the short ripple phase forT
,TM , but this did not occur belowTM8 despite several at
tempts. To understand our experiments we must there
include nonequilibrium kinetic considerations of ripple fo
mation. From a kinetic point of view the nonconversion ofL
to S ripples belowTM8 is understandable. Since the free e
ergy for the MmMm and the MmmM patterns would be ve
similar, there is likely to be little thermodynamic drivin
energy. However, conversion would require concerted re
rangement of adjacent bilayers, so the energy barrier wo
e
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likely be large. This argument does not apply to the tempe
ture region betweenTM8 andTM because it is possible for th
long ripple to convert by first melting into theLa phase in
this temperature range@60#.

One consideration that we think is likely to be importa
for the kinetics of formation is the flow of water. It is we
known that there is more water between bilayers in the fu
hydratedLa phase than in the ripple phase@2#, so one kinetic
process that has to occur in order to form the ripple ph
from theLa phase is removal of water. We now argue tha
is plausible that there is more water in the long ripple ph
than in the short ripple phase, so less water has to be
moved from the long ripple phase, thereby kinetically e
hancing its formation compared to formation of the sh
ripple phase, which is thermodynamically favored. Supp
that the long ripple consists of the same M and m sides as
short ripple. The volume of the unit cell consists of the vo
ume of the lipid plus the volume of the water. It is safe
assume that the volume per lipid is the same in both rip
phases~for comparison the volume change in the main tra
sition is only 3.5%, e.g., Ref.@61#!. Therefore, differences in
unit cell volumes, suitably normalized by a factor of 2 for th
smaller Mm ripple unit cell compared to the MmmM ripple
are due to differences in amount of water. The unit cell v
umes are calculated from Tables II and III by multiplyin
d, l, and an irrelevant constant length in the third dime
sion, with the result that the long ripple unit cell volume
5–10 % larger than twice the short ripple unit cell volume.
should be noted that this difference is satisfactorily sma
than the difference of 39% for the unit cell volumes of t
fully hydrated gel andLa phases of DPPC@62#. Moreover,
Janiaket al. @2# give equal water contents for the gel an
ripple phases. Finally, why should prolonged annealing n
TM , while in the La phase, favor formation of the ‘‘more
hydrated’’ long ripple phase? InLa bilayers there is an
anomalous increase indF on approachingTM @63#. Although
the mechanism for this behavior is not fully resolved, seve
of the possibilities require more water between the bilay
near TM . Cooling rapidly throughTM may not give this
extra water time to enter theLa phase, so not as much wate
would have to leave to form either ripple phase. This wou
favor formation of the short ripple phase. In contrast, f
equilibration atTM would maximally swell theLa phase,
favoring formation of the long ripple phase when the te
perature is lowered.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied thePb8 phase, formed both on heatin
from theLb8 phase and on cooling from theLa phase, using
aligned, fully hydrated DPPC bilayers. Our results indica
the following.

~a! On heating, only the short ripple phase forms in bothl-
anddl-DPPC bilayers, whereas upon cooling the same sh
ripple phase coexists in varying proportions with a lo
ripple phase.

~b! For the short ripple phase,gS increases with decreas
ing hydration and decreasingdS . This is consistent with the
bilayer structural anglec being greater than 90°.

~c! The result thatgS is generally different from 90 °C
implies that the short ripple has an asymmetric Mm patte
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~d! The robust valuegL590°61° for the long ripple
phase strongly implies a symmetric ripple, possibly of t
MmmM type.

~e! Comparison of results for chirall -DPPC and racemic
dl-DPPC shows little quantitative difference and no quali
tive symmetry differences.

~f! From the diffuse scattering present in the 2D diffra
tion patterns we tentatively suggest that there is comp
sional stacking disorder along thed direction in both the
short and long wavelength ripple phases.

~g! We confirm that the proportionR of short to long
wavelength ripple phases is highly dependent upon the
tailed cooling protocol. On several occasions we produce
nearly pure long ripple phase, although this was not a rob
outcome. We suggest that the greater loss of water requ
ry
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to form the short ripple phase preferentially promotes
kinetics of formation of the metastable long ripple phase

~h! From our detailed analysis of the results of ripp
melting and formation we suggest a qualitative Gibbs d
gram in which the long ripple phase is metastable.
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